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LetpXn) = n-“/<(s) for n = 1, 2, 3,... and s > 1 be used to define a probabil- 
ity distribution P, on the positive integers. If (m, , m.J = 1, then divisibility by 
ml is statistically independent of divisibility by Mu . Euler’s product formula 
for the Zeta function becomes 
p*(l) = 1/5(s) = prob., (n has no prime factors) = ZZ,, (1 -p-3. 
Many heuristic probability arguments, based on the fictitious uniform distribution 
on the positive integers, become rigorous statements in the distribution P, . 
The entropy of the distribution P, is shown (in two different ways) to be 
log 5(s) - s5’(sMs). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For real s > 1, there is a probability distribution P, = {p&z)} defined 
on the positive integers by 
P,(pI) = n-s/5(s), 
where c(s) = czCl n-s is the Riemann Zeta function. 
Clearly, 
as required. Also, for s > 2, the distribution has a finite mean, viz., 
and for s > r + 1, the rth moment, M,.(s), is finite and is given by 
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The central moments are also readily computed. For example, for s ;-- 3, 
there is a finite variance given by 
V(s) = M,(s) - fwys) = 
<(s - 2) _ i”O - 1) 
i(s) r”(S) 
For all s > 1, the distribution {prS(n)} has finite entropy, given by 
H(S) = - 5 prs(n) logpr,(n) = 
n=l 
$q jyl es 1% n + log @>I 
* logn 
=ldM+&-n;l~= log &s) - s g. 
2. DIVISIBILITY RELATIONS 
The probability that an integer chosen at random from the distribution 
P, is divisible by m (an arbitrary positive integer) is 
and, therefore, the probability that a random integer is not divisible by m 
is 1 - m+. 
If a and b are relatively prime, then in P, divisibility by a and by b are 
statistically independent, since UP * b-” = (ab)-“. If p1 ,pz ,...,pk is any 
finite set of primes, then divisibility by any of the pi’s is statistically 
independent of divisibility by any of the other pi’s. 
The probability that an integer 
given, on the one hand, by 
where the sum is extended over those integers n > x with no prime 
factors < x; and, on the other hand, by l&,,, (1 - p-“), where the product 
is extended over alI primes p < x. Taking the limit of both expressions as 
x -+ co, we get Euler’s identity 
n has no prime factors less than x is 
+)= n(l-+), 
alb 
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which simply says, in the distribution P, , that 
pr,(l) = probability that a random integer has no prime factors. 
Note that, despite all the ill repute of probabilistic arguments in number 
theory, this derivation is perfectly rigorous. 
3. THE LIMIT DISTRIBUTION PI 
There is, of course, no uniform distribution on the positive integers. 
However, there is a distribution PI defined (by taking suitable limits as 
s -+ 1 in P,) on certain measurable subsets of the positive integers. 
In particular, the set of multiples of m has P,-probability l/m = 
lim,+, l/m”. For s > 1, the m residue classes mod m clearly satisfy 
~‘~(1 mod m) > pr,(2 mod m) > em* > pr,(m - 1 mod m) > pr,(O mod m), 
and the sum of these m probabilities is 1. In the limiting case PI , since the 
“least” of these m probabilities, pr,(O mod m), is l/m, we conclude that 
pr,(l mod m) = pr,(2 mod m) = *em = pr,(O mod m) = I/m. 
There is a topology D on the positive integers (cf. [l]) obtained by using 
the arithmetic progressions as a basis for D. (The intersection of two 
progressions is again a progression, or empty.) Thus in PI we succeed in 
assigning probabilities to all open sets in the topology D. However, we 
cannot adopt the convention that finite sets have measure 0 unless we are 
willing to work with a measure which is only finitely additive, and not 
countably additive. 
The reason that most of the expressions in Section 1 involving the Zeta 
function are familiar from classical analytic number theory (cf. [2]) is that, 
in the absence of a uniform distribution on the integers, it was found 
convenient to perform statistical calculations in P, , which does exist for 
s > 1, and then to take limits (with all the attendant analytic difficulties) 
as s ---f I+. This approach is distinguished from elementary number theory, 
in which the chimera1 uniform distribution on the integers is approximated 
by the uniform distribution LJ, on (1,2,..., n>, and then the limit is taken 
as n + co. Thus, the density of a subset A of the integers, traditionally 
defined as 
$+2 5 (number of a E A, a < n), 
is really 
lim (probability that a random integer in the distribution U, is in A). n-m 
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The familiar power series generating functions, in the form 
may be similarly regarded as the geometric distributioil approximation 
to the uniform distribution PI’. 
The complex-valued probabilities of quantum mechanics were anticip- 
ated by Dirichlet, whose identities 
can be given a generalized probabilistic interpretation following the one 
already given for Euler’s Zeta-function identity. 
It is interesting that the expression for the entropy H(S) of the distribu- 
tion P, , which was first calculated in [3 1, also arises if the question is asked 
in a seemingly different form, viz . : How much information is required to 
specify the unique factorization of a random integer (from P,) into 
powers of primes ? For each prime p, there is a geometric distribution on k 
that pk will be the highest power of p dividing the random integer n, 
where k = 0 has probability 1 - P-~; k = 1 has probability (1 - p+)p-“; 
and general k has probability (1 - p-“) P-~“. The entropy of this geometric 
distribution (cf. [3]) is (1 - p-“)-‘[ p-” log ps - (1 - p-“) log(1 - p-“)I, 
and summing this uncertainty over all primes, we compute 
H(s) = ; s - Clog (1 - -+j 
P P 
* l%P 
=‘CC pis 
P id 
- - log lJ (1 - fj = -S g + log 5(s), 
in agreement with Section 1, 
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